IIM Jammu organises training programme on GeM

A resource person speaking at the training programme.
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JAMMU: Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Jammu organised a one-day training programme on Government e-Marketplace (GeM) here on Thursday. GeM is one-stop e-Marketplace to facilitate online procurement of common-use goods and services essential for various Government Departments, organisations and PSUs. It provides tools of e-bidding, reverse e-auction and demand aggregation to assist Government users getting the best value for money.

The purchases through GeM by government users have been authorised and made mandatory by the Ministry of Finance by adding a new rule no 149 in General Financial Rules, 2017. During the programme, an authorised GeM trainer from New Delhi provided an overview and utility of GeM. JAMMU, IIT Jammu, IIM Jammu, CPWD...